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1. INTRODUCTION 
(1.1) In Part I [14], we proved the natural extension to alternative rings of 
the classical Wedderburn-Artin theorem for semiprime associative rings. 
This result has recently also been proved (by a quite different method, and 
subject to a restriction on characteristic) by Zhevlakov (see [18], [14] (1.2), 
and [19]); we discuss his proof in Part III. Now, while the result itself is in 
some sense classical, both lines of attack use nonclassical methods, and 
appeal to nonelementary results. 
In this part of the paper we therefore consider the extension to arbitrary 
alternative rings of the classical methods, as well as the secondary results of 
the classical associative theory. Roughly speaking, most of the results survive, 
but the methods seem no longer powerful enough to prove them. We there- 
fore supplement the classical methods by appeal to a single nonelementary 
result, stated in (1.4) below. The results of this paper and of Part III which 
appeal to (1.4) are starred. 
(1.2) In Section 2 we consider the parallel in alternative theory to the 
classical connection between “primitive” idempotents and minimal right 
ideals. For a true parallel we need nuclear idempotents. The same phenomenon 
occurs later, but we do not need the results of Section 2 in the rest of the paper. 
In Section 3 we derive the Wedderbum-Artin theorem (Theorem C) by 
classical methods, making an appeal to (1.4) only at the last moment. In 
Section 4 we consider what hope there may be of producing elementary 
proofs of Theorem C and of the other starred results of this paper and 
Part III: it turns out that a major breakthrough would be needed to achieve 
this. 
If we wish to forego the use of (1.4), we can still prove by methods which 
(arguably) are not very difficult that a weak form of Theorem C goes through: 
viz., the result for rings free of nil ideals (rather than merely semiprime rings). 
In Section 5 we give some applications of this weak form of Theorem C. 
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We conclude by examining the relation between the present results and the 
classical structure theory established by Zorn. In Section 6 we compare 
Theorem C with the best (known) version of Zorn’s results, due to Kaplansky. 
The two results turn out to be formally incomparable. In Section 7 we compare 
the radical as defined by Zorn with the nil radical. This question turns out to 
be closely related to the classical Koethe problem, and we state what is known 
about this. In particular, we dispose completely of the problem for rings with 
d.c.c., thus incidentally settling a point left open in Section 6 of [14]. 
In Part III of this paper we will be concerned with questions related to 
nilpotence of the radical. 
(1.3) Throughout this paper, the word “ring,” unless qualified, will mean 
“alternative ring”, and R is a ring. “Nonassociative ring” means “not neces- 
sarily alternative ring.” 
We will write A < R; A <, R; A <,,, R; A <,,,, R to mean that A is an 
ideal, a right ideal, a minimal ideal, a minimal right ideal respectively of R. 
D(R), the associator ideal of R, is the ideal of R generated by all associators 
(a, b, c) = ab . c - a * bc. N(R), the nu&u.s of R, is given by N(R) = 
{n E R : (n, R, R) = (0)}. U(R), the maximum nuclear ideal of R, is the sum 
of all those 1 < R such that f C N(R). Z(R), the center of R, is given by 
Z(R) = {n E N(R) : (n, R) = (0)}. K(R), the Koethe radical of R, is the sum 
(= the largest) of all nil ideals of R. An idempotent is a nonzero element e 
such that ee = e. 
As standard references for the classical associative theory we use [I], [2], 
and (sometimes) [4]. Th e nonelementary result we will use is the following 
* PROPOSITION (1.4). Suppose A &,,, R and AA # (0). Then A contains 
a nuclear idempotent eof R. (Equivalently, A = eR). 
This is proved in (3.3) of [I 51. 
(1.5) At a couple of points in this paper we will require the known 
characterization of simple rings with unity and d.c.c. on right ideals: these 
are either Cayley-Dickson algebras ([6]), or isomorphic to a total matrix 
algebra D, , with D a sfield. 
2. MINIMAL IDEMPOTENTS 
(2.1) It is natural in view of (1.4) to raise the following question. If e is a 
nuclear idempotent of R, certainly eR = A <‘, R. In what circumstances do 
we have A <,, R 7 There is a well-known answer in case R is associative 
(see [2], Lemmas 22 and 23), and we now give a parallel answer not merely for 
alternative, but even for right- or left-alternative rings. 
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PROPOSITION (2.2). Suppose R is a right-alternative or a left-alternative 
ring, and e is a nuclear idempotent of R. 
(a) If R is semi$rirrz and eRe has no proper right ideals, then eR <,, R. 
(b) If eR <,, R, then eRe has no proper right ideals. 
Proof. Since e E N(R), we can form the Pierce decomposition R = ZR, 
for R with respect to e. It is easily verified that multiplication of subspaces is 
as in associative rings: RijRmn C &,,Ri, . In particular, eR = R,, + R,, is a 
right ideal of R, and eRe = RI1 is a subring. 
(a) Suppose T <,. R with T C eR. We show that T = eR or (0). Set 
T = T,, + T,, (Tij C Rij). Then T,, <, RI1 , so T,, = R,, or (0). If 
T,, = RI, , then e E T,, , whence eR 2 T, so T = eR. 
Suppose then T,, = (0), so that T = T,, . Define U,, = T,, CR,,; 
u nfl = R,,UnCR,,, and set V = R,T,, + ZnUn = V,, + V,, , say. 
We show that I’ < R. First, for m, n = 1 or 0, we have X = (Rml , R, 
R,,,) = (0). For if R is right-alternative, then X = (Rml , R, , R) = (0), 
and if R is left-alternative, then X = (R, R,, , RO,) = (0). Similarly, 
(Rmo , R Rl,) = (0) and (& ,R,, , ho) = (0). 
Second, U,R, C U, for all n. For U,,RDo = T,,R, C T,, = U, . Suppose 
we have U,R,, = U, . Then U,,Ro, = R,,U, . Roe = R,, * U,R, (by the 
above), C R,,U, = U,,, . 
Third, U,R,, = (0) for all n. The proof is exactly parallel, once we observe 
U,,R,,, = T,,,R,,, C T,, = (0). Fourth, RolU, = R,,,T,, for all n. The proof 
is by a similar induction. Fifth, V,,,,R,,, = R,,T,, . R,, = R,, . T&& C 
RolT~m = LP,, . Sixth, R,,V,,, C R,,T,, + U, , by a similar calculation. 
Putting all these together, we see that we indeed do have V < R. 
Next, we have seen that V,,,Rol = (0), and U,R,, = (0) for all n; hence, 
VR,, = (0). So VV = VV, = V . R,,T,, = VR,, * T,, = (0). Since R 
is semiprime, it follows that V = (0). So T = T,, = U, C V = (0), and 
we are done. 
(b) Let T,, <, R,, be given. We may verify that if T = T,, + T,,R,, , 
then T <, R and T 2 eR. So if eR <,, R, we deduce that T = eR [so that 
T,, = R,,] or T = (0) [so that T,, = (0)]. Thus eRe has no proper right 
ideals. 
(2.3) Suppose now R is alternative. Then in the situation of (2.2), eRe must 
be either a Cayley-Dickson algebra or a sfield, by [63 and a well-known 
exercise in associative theory. We cannot exclude the possibility that eRe is a 
split Cayley-Dickson algebra. Indeed, let R be a split Cayley-Dickson algebra, 
and choose e = 1. Then eR = R <,, R (since R has no proper right 
ideals), and eRe = R has no proper right ideals. Yet eRe = R is not a division 
algebra. It is also noteworthy that here we can write e = u + v for u, n 
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orthogonal idempotents. This is impossible when eRe is a division algebra, 
since we may easily verify that u, v E eRe. 
This situation suggests that we must be careful in our definition of a 
primitive idempotent if we wish to relate primitive idempotents to minimal 
right ideals in the way this is done in associative theory. 
DEFINITION (2.4). If e is a nuclear idempotent of R, we say that e is a 
minimal nuclear idempotent provided we cannot write e = u + v with u, v 
orthogonal nuclear idempotents of R. 
(The name “minimal” seems better than the classical “primitive” both in 
view of our next result, and because “primitive” has already been used in a 
different sense ([20] and [21]; see also [lo], p. 39). 
THEOREM A. Let e be a nuclear idempotent of R, and set A = eR. Consider 
the following conditions: 
(a) eRe is either a sfeld or a Cayley-Dickson algebra; 
(b) eRe has no proper right ideals; 
(4 A Gn, RR; 
(d) e is a minimal nuclear idempotent. 
(e) e is the only nuclear idempotent of R to lie in eRe; 
Then (a) t+ (b) +- (c) -+ (d) tt (e). 
If R is A-semi$rime, then also (b) -+ (c). 
*If, in addition, A contains a minimal right ideal of R, then all Jive conditions 
are equivalent. 
Proof. (a) t) (b). This was noted in (2.3) above. 
(b) t (c). This was proved in (2.2b). 
(c) -+ (d). This implication holds in any nonassociative ring. 
Thus, suppose e = u + v; 0 # uu = u E N(R); vv = v; vu = 0. Then 
eu=uu+vu==u, so uEeR, and uRCeR.RCeR. Hence, O#u= 
uuEuR_CeR = A <<,, R,anduR = A.SoforsomerER,wehavee = ur. 
But then v = v(u + v) = ve = v * ur = vu * r = 0. Thus, the decomposi- 
tion of e is trivial (cf., [l], Lemma 22). 
(d) t-) (e). These implications also hold in any nonassociative ring. The 
proof is straightforward, or see [I], Lemma 21. 
(b) + (c). For the notion of A-semiprimeness (weaker than semiprimeness 
of R) see [12], Section 3. Suppose R is A-semiprime, and let T <, R with 
T C A. As in (2.2a), T = T,, . So T2 = (0), whence T = (0). 
* (d) --f (c). Suppose T z&r R with T C A. By A-semiprimeness T2 # (0). 
So by (1.4), T contains a nuclear idempotent u of R. Since u E A = eR, 
we have u = ex for some x, whence eu = u. Set v = ue and w = e - V. 
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Then it is easily verified that (if v # 0 and w # 0) e = z, + w decomposes e 
into orthogonal nuclear idempotents. Also, 0 # u = uu = u * eu = ue . u = vu 
yields v # 0. Thus, (d) yields w = 0 or v = e. But then e = ue E T, so 
that A C T. Hence, A = T <,, R. (cf., [l], Lemma 22). 
COROLLARY (2.5). Suppose R is semiprime, and eR <,, R for some 
nuclear idempotent eof R. Then Re <,,,, R. 
Compare [2], the Corollary on p. 15 or [4], the Corollary on p. 65. 
Note (2.6). In the absence of semiprimeness, we need not have (2.2a) or 
the implication (b) --, (c) of Theorem A. Consider, for example, the 
(associative) algebra over any field F with basis (e, a} and nonzero basis 
products ee = e, ea = a. 
Similarly, semiprimeness alone is not enough to ensure (d) -+ (c) of 
Theorem A: consider the ring of rational integers. 
3. SEMIPRIME RINGS WITH D.C.C. 
(3.1) In this section we give a proof, so far as possible in classical style, 
that a semiprime ring with d.c.c. on right ideals is a direct sum of ideals which 
are simple rings with unity. An examination of the classical associative proof 
(e.g., see [l], 2.2 to 2.6) points up the importance of (1.4), and we now 
emphasise this by giving an “abstract” version of the theorem, in which (1.4) 
is taken as a postulate. 
(3.2) Given the nonassociative ring R, we write E = E(R) for the set 
consisting of all nuclear idempotents of R, together with 0. If e E E, we define 
M, = {x E: R : ex = 0}, so that M, <, R. We now have 
THEOREM B. Suppose R is a nonassociative ring such that 
(a) If (0) # A <, R, then A A E # (0); 
(b) R has d.c.c. on right ideals of the form M, : e E E. Then R is expressible, 
uniquely up to order, as an ideal direct sum of ideals Ri , each of which is a simple 
ring with unity, satisfying (a), and having d.c.c. on right ideals. 
Conversely, any such direct sum satis@ (a) and (b). 
We prove the theorem by a succession of lemmas, the converse being 
trivial. 
LEMMA (3.3). If A <(, R, then A = eR for some e E E. 
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Proof. (Compare [1], Lemma 13, or [2], Lemma 2.11 on p. 59.) If 
E A A = (O}, then by ( a we have A = (0) = OR, with 0 E E, and we ) 
are done. 
Otherwise, by (b), we can choose a minimal element M, from the set 
J& = {M, : 0 # e E E n A}. Suppose first M, n A # (0). Then by (a) we 
canchooseO#uEM,nAnE.Clearly,eu=O.Nowsetw=e-ue+u. 
Thenww=wandew=e#O,sothatw#O.Hence,M,E&A.Nowif 
a~Mw, then ea =ew*a =e*wa=O. Hence, M,CM,. But UEM,, 
whereas wu = u # 0, so that u 4 M, . Thus M, C M, , contradicting the 
minimality of M, in AA . 
Hence, M, n A = (0). But if a E A then a - ea E M, n A. So 
A = eA C eR CA and A = eR with e E E, as required. 
LEMMA (3.4). If A < R, then A = eR for some e E E n Z(R). Hence, A 
is a ring with unity, and a direct summand of R. 
Proof. (Compare [l], Lemma 14, or [2], Corollary 1 on p. 60.) By (3.3) 
A=eRwithe~E.SetV={a~A:ae=O}.ThenV<,.R.Forifa~V 
andrER,thenar*e=a.re=abforsomebEA.Butthenb=eb,so 
ar - e = a . eb = ae * b = 0. Suppose V # (0). Then by (a) we can find 
O#uuVnE. But now, u=u~=u.eu (since UEA), =ue-u=O, 
a contradiction. So V = (0). 
Now given a E A, clearly ae - a E V. Thus, ae = a, and e is a unity for A, 
giving one assertion of the lemma. Note in particular that R has a 1. If 
R = ZR,* is the Pierce decomposition of R with respect to e, then 
A=eAeCeReCA yields A=R,,. Also, A=eR=RI1+RI,. So 
R,, = (0), and similarly R,,I = (0). Thus, R = R,, + RoO = A @ R, . 
Therefore, A is a direct summand. 
LEMMA (3.5). R has d.c.c. on right ideals. 
Proof. It is enough in view of condition (b) to show that every A <, R 
is of the form M, , with e E E. 
We have A = (1 - e)R with 1 - e E E, by (3.3), whence also e E E. If 
xeMe, then x = ex + (1 - e)x = (1 - e)x E A, so that M, C A. Con- 
versely, eA = e . (1 - e)R = e(1 - e) * R = (0), so that A C M, , and we 
have A = M, , as required. 
LEMMA (3.6). Every ideal of R inherits (a) and has d.c.c. on right ideals, and 
every minimal i&al of R is a simple ring. 
Proof. If A < R then by (3.4) A is a direct summand of R. Hence, 
E(A) = A n E(R), and the (right) ideals of A are precisely those (right) 
ideals of R which lie in A. All assertions follow immediately from this and (3.5). 
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(3.7) Proof of Theorem B. Suppose for some m we can write 
where the Rt are as required. This is vacuously possible for m = 0, since we 
may take A, = R. If A, # (0), then by (3.5) A, contains a minimal ideal 
R m+l of R, and by (3.4) and (3.6) R,+l has all the required properties. 
R m+1 is a direct summand of R, hence, of A,; thus, we may write 
R = R1@*.-@R,+l@A,+l. 
By (3.5) the descending chain {A,} terminates, say at A,. But then 
A, = (0), and R = R, @ a-* OR,, , with the Ri as required. 
Unicity up to order of this decomposition is standard, since R has a 1: 
see [4], p. 42. 
As a corollary we have 
*THEOREM C. Suppose R is a semiptime ring with d.c.c. on right ideals. 
Then R is a direct sum of ideals which are simple rings with unity and d.c.c. on 
right ideals. 
Proof. By Theorem B it suffices to prove condition (a) of that theorem. 
Now if (0) # A <, R, then A > B <,, A. Since R is semiprime, BB # (0), 
by [12], (3.3). So by (1.4) B n E # {0}, whence also A n E f (0). 
Note (3.8). We see that for Theorem C we do not need quite the full 
force of d.c.c.: it suffices to assume condition (b) of Theorem B, and the 
condition that every (0) # A <,. R contains B <,, R. 
4. DISCUSSION 
(4.1) In this section we discuss the status of the starred results of this 
paper and also of Part III. We list these results as follows: 
(a) If e is a minimal nu&ar idempotent of R, R is eR-sem@ime, and eR 
contains T <,, R, then eR <,,. R. This is (d) -+ (c) of Theorem A. 
(b) If A <,, R and AA # (0), then A contains a nuclear idempotent of R. 
This is (1.4). 
(c) If R is semiprime with d.c.c. on right ideals, then R is a direct sum of 
simple rings with 1. This is Theorem C. 
(d) If R has d.c.c. on right ideals contained in S(R), the Smiky radical of R, 
then S(R) is nilpotent. (For S(R) see [16]). A full proof and discussion will 
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appear in Part III; meanwhile, a proof subject to some restriction on charac- 
teristic appears in [17]. 
(e) If R has d.c.c. on right ideals, then any nonnilpotent right ideal contains an 
idempotent. This too appears in Part III. 
(4.2) All these results appeal, either directly or by quoting an earlier result, 
to (1.4), but they are elementary otherwise. Thus, an elementary proof for 
each of these results would follow from an elementary proof of (1.4). We now 
prove 
PROPOSITION (4.3). Any of (4.la) to (4.le) triwiaZZy implies 
(n) Any nil simple ring is associative. 
Proof. Suppose R is a simple ring, not associative. Then, by a fairly 
elementary argument, R has no proper right ideals: see [7], Theorem 1. So R 
is simple with d.c.c., and R &, R. We now suppose further that R is nil, 
and, from each statement of (1.4) in turn, give an elementary argument 
leading to a contradiction. 
(a) Adjoin a unity to R, thus obtaining S = R + F * 1, where F, the 
centroid of R, is a field. Then 1 is a minimal nuclear idempotent of S; 1S = S 
contains R <,, S, and S is semiprime. We conclude that R = S, which is 
false. 
(b) R <,,. R and RR # (0) imply that R contains an idempotent, which is 
false. 
(c) R is a direct sum of rings with unity, hence again contains an idempotent. 
No. 
(d) R has d.c.c. on right ideals contained in S(R) = R, so S(R) = R is 
nilpotent. False. 
(e) We have R <,, R. Thus, either R is nilpotent or R contains an 
idempotent. Both false. 
(4.4) We see, therefore, that an elementary proof for any result of (4.1) 
implies the same for (n). Now the known proofs for (n) ([8] and [13], 
depending on characteristic) are far from elementary, and there seems no 
early hope that an elementary proof for (n) will be found. Thus, there is 
equally little hope for an elementary proof of any of the results of (4.1). 
(4.5) It is of interest to ask the converse question: are the results of (4.1) 
any harder than (n) ? Since they follow from (1.4) by elementary arguments, 
it is enough to consider the difficulty of the implication (n) + (1.4). We do 
this below, for convenience including two other conditions. 
481/14/4-4 
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PROPOSITION (4.6). Consider the following assertions: 
(n) Any nil simple ring is associative. 
(f) If A <,, R, there exists 0 # n E A such that (n, A, R) = (0). 
(g) If A <,, R and AA # (0), there exists 0 # e = ee E A such that 
(e, A, R) = (0). 
(b) If A <,,. R and AA # (0), then A contains a nuclear idempotat of R. 
Then there are elementary proofs of the implications (b) --+ (f) + (g) + 
(b) -+ (n), and a (nonelementary) not d@cuZt proof of (n) --+ (f). 
We present such proofs. 
(n) -+ (f). Suppose, on the contrary, we are given A <,,,, R, and (n, A, R) 
= (0) with n E A implies n = 0. Since A # (0), we have T = (A, A, R) 
# (0). Let X be the ideal of R generated by T. Then XC A by [7], 
Lemmas 1 and 2. Hence X = A, and we have A <, R. Also AA # (0) 
or we would have T = (0). But A <, R and AA # (0) implies that A is 
a simple ring. A long but elementary proof of this appears in [15], Section 7. 
Now a sequence of arguments due to various authors, and which may be 
found in [3], Section 4, shows that a nonnil simple ring either has a 1 or is 
associative. The arguments required are deep, but (once discovered) not 
difficult. Since we are assuming (n), this shows that A has a 1 or is associative. 
We prove that in any case A has a 1. 
Suppose A is associative. Choose any 0 # t = (n, a, I), with n, a E A; 
r E R. Then a computation using Kleinfeld’s function f (see [12], 4.1) shows 
that tc + ct = 0 for all c E A. Hence, if c, d E A, we have ted = -ctd = 
cdt = -ted. So (2t)AA = (0), and by simplicity, 2t = 0. But then for c E A, 
we have tc = -ct = ct, so that t E Z(A). Thus, A is a simple ring with 
nonzero center, and, therefore, has a 1. 
Thus in any case A has a unity, say e. Then (e, A, R) = (e, eAe, R) C 
(eil , R,, , R) = (0), and e # 0. So (f) holds after all. 
(f) -+ (g). We first show that in the situation of (f) we may, in addition, 
require nA # (0). This is trivially possible if (A, A, R) = (0), since AA # (0). 
Otherwise, as in the proof of (n) ---t (f), we have A <, R. Now set 
Y={aEA:aA=(O)}.ThenY<R;YCA;Y#A.SoY=(O).Now 
if n is as in (f), then n $ Y; thus nA # (0). 
Hence, nA <,. Rand (0) # nA C A &,,, R, so that nA = A. In particular, 
there exists e E A such that ne = n. So n(ee - e) = 0. Now set 
W = (a E A : na = O}. 
In view of (n, A, R) = (0) and A <, A, we have W <, R. Also, WC A; 
W # A. So W = (0). In particular, ee = e. Next, given a E A, I E R, we 
have 0 = (n, a, r) = (ne, a, r) = (ne) a . r - ne * m = n(ea) - r - n . e(ar) = 
n * (ea) r - n * e(ar) = n(e, a, r). So (e, a, Y) E W = (0), and (e, A, R) = (0). 
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(g) --+ (b). If (A, A, R) # (0), then as usual A < R, and for r, s E R, we 
have (e, Y, s) = (ee, I, s) = (e, er + re, s) E (e, A, R) = (0). Thus (e, R, R) 
= (0), as required. 
So suppose (A, A, R) = (0). Then (err , x1,, , yn, ) = 0, so that RI&,, = (0). 
Hence, from (x1,, A, R) = (0) = (R, R, , or,,), we deduce (xl0 , R, R) = 
(x10 9 Rol , ROI) C G&O = (O), and 4, C WO 
Since (N, R) C N, we have N(R) 3 (xl0 , yol) = xloyol - yolxlo = pll - pm , 
say. For all j, k, m, n, we have (pri -- p, , Rj, , R,,) = (0), whence we 
easily see that (pii , Rjilc , R,,) = (0). So pii E N(R) and, in particular, 
R,$oI c N(R). 
Set T = RIO + RI& Since R,, C N(R), we have T <, R. Next, 
T = R,, + RI&,, + RI,,RoI = R,, + R&,,, C N(R). Since A <,, R and 
T C A, we have T = A or T = (0). If T = A, then e E T C N(R) yields 
e E N(R), and we are done. Suppose T = (0); then R,, = (0). Thus, 
(e, R R) = (cl , Rll + R, , R) + (e, Rol , Roll = (e, Rol , Roll C ho = (0). 
Again we have e E N(R). 
(b) -+ (f). Trivial. 
(b) --+ (n). Done in (4.3). [Or (g) --+ (n) is equally easy.] 
(4.7) By comparison with the associative theory, we are in a very tantalizing 
situation. Thus, (f) is vacuous for associative rings; (b) is easy, (e) can be 
proved directly (see [l], Theorem S), and (d) follows immediately from (e). 
The fact that the known proofs of (n) make no reference at all to d.c.c. 
suggests that there is no analog for arbitrary rings of the sort of arguments 
that are used to prove (say) (e) or (b) for associative rings. 
(4.8) We now consider briefly what weak analogs of the results of (4.1) can 
be proved without (implicit) appeal to (n). It turns out that we can get by if, 
roughly speaking, we consider in place of semiprime rings the semiflimasy 
rings. These are defined to be rings R such that R - K(R) has d.c.c. on 
right ideals, where K(R) is as in (1.3). Thus, we have the following results: 
PROPOSITION (4.8). The following results may be proved by methods no more 
difficult than those used in (4.6) above: 
(b) If A <,, R and A does not generate a nil two-sided ideal of R, then A 
contains a nuclear idempotent of R. 
(c) If K(R) = (0) and R has d.c.c. on right ideals, then R is a direct sum of 
simple rings with 1. 
(d) If R has d.c.c. on right ideals contained in J(R), the Jacobson-Kleinfeld 
radical of R, then J(R) is nil. 
(e) If R iszsemiprimary, then any non-nil right ideal A of R contains an 
idempotent. 
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We present such proofs. 
(b) We simply repeat the proof of (n) + (b) in (4.6). The assumption (n) 
there was only used to rule out the possibility that A <, R with A nil, and 
our present hypothesis also excludes that. 
(c) This follows from Theorem B and (4.8b) just as Theorem C followed 
from Theorem B and (4.lb). 
(d) R0 = R - K(R) has d. cc. on right ideals contained in J(R)O. If 
J(R)8 # (0), then we can find AB <,, R6’ with Ad C J(R)6. Also, A0 does 
not generate a nil ideal of RB, since K(RB) = (0). So by (b) Al?, and hence 
J(R)O, contains a nuclear idempotent of RO. However, it is easy to prove that 
J(R)0 = J(R8), and that J(T(s) d oes not contain any nuclear idempotent of S, 
for any ring S. (See Part III for details). This contradiction shows that 
J(R)0 = (0), so that J(R) is nil. 
(e) In A0 = R - K(R), we have A0 # (0). So by (3.3) (which is applicable 
by (b), above), A0 = e’ - RB, for e’ a nuclear idempotent of RB. But then e’ can 
be lifted through K(R) to an idempotent e E A, by (6.2a) below. 
Notes (4.9). (i) Th ere is also an analog of (4.1 a), but it is of no interest, and 
we omit it. 
(ii) The “strong” analog of our proof of (4.8d), where we use (4.lb) in 
place of (4.8b), does not yield (4.ld), but merely that J(R) is a Baer radical 
ring. The result that J(R) is actually nilpotent is much deeper. J(R) is 
defined in [7]. 
(iii) For (4.8e) we need only that A does not generate a nil two-sided ideal 
of R, or even that A is not right-quasi-regular. 
(4.10) In the remainder of this paper we will only require the weak version 
(4.8~) of Theorem C. Thus, our later proofs are no more nonelementary than 
is the proof of(n) --+ (f) in (4.6) above. 
5. APPLICATIONS 
In this section we give some miscellaneous applications of the weak form 
(4.8~) of Theorem C. Throughout this section K means K(R), and 0 is the 
natural homomorphism of R -+ R - K. 
(5.1) In view of the importance of nuclear idempotents in this paper, it is 
natural to ask whether we can strengthen (4.8e) to require the idempotent to 
be nuclear. An examination of the proof shows that we can at least choose 
eEAsuchthatA+K=eR+K,and(e,R,R)CK. 
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Thus, if R has d.c.c. on right ideals, and we assume (4.ld) known, we can 
say that any nonnilpotent right ideal A of R contains an idempotent e such that 
(e, R, R) generates a nilpotent ideal T, of R. Our question then amounts to 
asking whether e can be chosen so that T, = (0). 
(5.2) The following example shows that this is not always possible. Let R 
be the algebra over any field F having basis {e, a, b, c}, and nonzero basis 
products ee = e, eu = a, eb = b, ub = c = --ba, ce = c. Then R is alter- 
native with d.c.c. on right ideals, but N(R) = Fc, so that the right ideal R of 
R, although not nilpotent, contains no nuclear idempotent. Here T, = Fc 
is nilpotent of index 2. 
We now give extra conditions in the presence of which A <, R will 
contain a nuclear idempotent. 
PROPOSITION (5.3). Suppose R is semiprimary and A <,. R. Then A contains 
a nuclear idempotent of R a7 any of the following holds: 
(a) A n u(R) g K; 
(b) A n D(R) g K, unless A n D(R) = (0) with A g K; 
(c) A6 is not an ideal direct sum of sfelds. 
Proof. (a) If A,, = A n U $ K, then A,8 has an idempotent e’ by (1.4), 
and e’ can be lifted to an idempotent e E A,, Z N(R). 
(b) Set A,, = A n D $ K. Then A,6 <, D(R)0 = D(R8). Now RB is a 
direct sum of simple rings, by (4.8c), so that D(Rt9) is the direct sum of the 
not-associative ones; i.e., of not-associative rings without proper right ideals. 
So no right ideal of D(Re) could be a direct sum of sfields, and this case is 
subsumed under (c), below. If A n D = (0), then of course A C N(R), and 
we are done by (4.9%). 
(c) This result is based on the known fact ([6], Section 3) that if X, y E R, 
then (xy - yx)* E N(R). W e will find M, c6 E A0 such that (M, co)* is an 
idempotent of RB. Then if u = (b, c)* with b, c E A, we have u E N(R), and 
by (6.2a) below, e = p(u) is idempotent for some integer polynomial p. Then 
e is a nuclear idempotent of R, and e E A. 
Suppose by (4.8~) that R8 = S, @ ... @ S,, , where each Si is a simple 
ring with d.c.c. and unity, Then A0 = B, @ *a* @B, , where Bi <,. St. 
By our hypothesis, we may find i such that Bi = B is not a sfield or (0). If 
S, = S is not associative, it is a Cayley-Dickson algebra by (1.5), so that 
B = S, and it is well-known that in a Cayley-Dickson algebra B the unity 
is expressible in the form (6’, c’)*. 
If S is associative, then by application of a suitable isomorphism we may 
suppose S = D, , the n x n matrices over a sfield D, and that B is the set 
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of all those x E D, such that for some t >, 2 the i-th row of x is the zero vector 
for all i > t. Now if b’ = e,, , c’ = ezl in the usual notation, then b’, c’ E At?, 
and (b’, c’)~ = e,, + es2 is an idempotent. 
Note (5.4). The proofs of (b) and (c) use the rather deep fact that 
(~,y)~ E N(R). W th i ou using this we can prove at least a weak form of (b): t 
VU., that A contains a nuclear idempotent if A n D(R) n K = (0) and 
A $ K. The proof is implicit in (5.1). 
(5.5) Next, we use (4.8~) to cast some light (for semiprimary rings) on a 
question which remains open in general: If A <,. R and B <,. R does it 
follow that AB 6, R? (The condition A n B n D(R) CAB would suffice 
for this.) 
PROPOSITION (5.6). Suppose R is semi@kary, A <, R and B <,. R. Then 
(a) AB + K <, R; 
(b) ;f A n K = (0), then AB 6, R. 
Proof. (a) By (4.8~) RB = S, @ *me @ S, , with the S, as usual. For 
fixed i, let P, Q be the projections of AB, Be onto S, = S. If S is associative, 
then clearly PQ 6, S, so that F’Q Q, R. If Se is not associative then either 
P = (0) or Q = (0) or P = Q = S, and, in any case, we again havePQ <, 
S, SO that PQ <,. RtL Thus, A0 . Be <‘, RB, whence AB + K = (A8 . BB)fl-1 
G R. 
(b) Given a E A, b E B, r E R, we have ab * r = a * br + x, say, where 
clearly x E A. Also, by (a) ab . reAB+K, and a*brEAB, whence 
XEAB+K; say x=c+K. Then h=x-CEA, and our hypothesis 
yields R = 0, whence x = c E AB. Thus, 
ab*r=a*br+xEAB+AB=AB, 
as required. 
Note (5.6). Our proof of (b) actually shows that AB <, R provided 
A n KC AB, and we may similarly check that AB <, R if 
(B+AB)nKCAB. 
(5.7) Another question which remains open in general is the following: 
Suppose A <,. R and A is solvable (or nilpotent). Is it necessarily true that the 
ideal of R generated by A, viz., A + RA, is also solvable (nilpotent) ? If R 
has d.c.c. on right ideals, then both questions have the answer yes, in view of 
(4.ld). In general, the question is closely related to the question raised in (5.5). 
We make this clear in what follows. 
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LEMMA (5.8). Suppose A <<, Rand B <, R. Then 
(a) The right ideal of R generated by AB is 
W = A(B + RB) = (AB) + (AB)R; 
(b) The ideal of R generated by AB is 
X = (A + RA)(B + RB) = (AB) + (AB) R + R(AB) + R * (AB)R; 
(c) If also AB <, R, then (A + RA)(B + RB) = (AB) + R(AB). 
Proof. (a) Write Ufor A(B + RB); Vfor (AB) + (AB)R. Since AC 6, R 
whenever A 6,. R and C < R, we clearly have V C W _C U 6,. R. However, 
A*RB_CAR*B+(A,R,B)CAB+(A,B,R)CVshowsthat U_CV,so 
that V = W = U, as required. 
(b) Clearly, X is also the ideal of R generated by W. So from the second 
expression for W we obtain the second expression for X. For the fist, note 
that 
(4 A, B + W = (A, R, B + RB) 
CAR-(B+RB)+A*R(B+RB)CA(B+RB). 
Hence, from (a), 
X=A(B+RB)+R-A(B+RB) 
= A(B + RB) + (R, A, B + RB) + R - A(B + RB) 
=A(B+RB)+(R,A,B+RB)+RA-(B+RB) 
=A(B+RB)+RA-(B+RB) 
= (A + RAP + RB), as required. 
(c) This is clear from (b). 
(5.9) We will not need (a) and (b) in what follows, but, roughly speaking, 
they say that for the formation of Wand X, AB can be treated like a subset of 
an associative ring. We now apply (5.8~) to the question raised in (5.7). 
We define the solvable powers of a ring A by Ato) = A; Acn+l) = A(” 
and say that A is sobabZe provided Atm) = (0) for some n. Similarly, we 
define the kft powers of A by A[l) = A; AIn+l) = Arn)A, and say that A is 
left nilpotent provided A[*) = (0) for some n. Finally, A” is the linear span of 
all possible products of 71 elements of A, and A is nilpotent provided A” = (0) 
for some tl. 
We now have 
LEMMA (5.10). (a) If A(“) <,(, R for all n, then 
(A + RA) (n) = /J(n) + R . Ah’; 
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(b) If Am) <,. R for all n, then 
(A + RA)lnl = Am) + R . Am). 
The proofs are by obvious inductions, using (5.8~). Finally, we have 
PROPOSITION (5.11). Suppose A & R, and the answer to (5.5) is yes. Then 
(a) If A is solvable, then A + RA is solvable; 
(b) If A is nilpotent, then A + RA is nilpotent. 
Proof. (a) This follows immediately from (5.10a). 
(b) If A” = (0), then clearly A[ n, = (0), so that (A + RA)rn) = (0) by 
(5.1Ob). But it now follows by a result of Shirshov that (A + RA)m = (0), 
where m = (rz - 1)2 + 1. 
(The relevant result is Lemma 9 of [l 11: this is stated with a restriction on 
characteristic, but Shirshov nowhere uses this restriction in his proof.) 
6. ZORN RINGS 
(6.1) In this section we attempt to relate Theorem C to the classical 
structure theory of alternative rings, as developed mainly by Zorn ([20], 
[21]; see also [5], [9], [lo]). The best result in this direction that is now 
known may be stated as follows: 
THEOREM D (Zom, Kaplansky). Suppose R satisfies 
ZC: If a E R is not nil, then for some b E R, ab is idempotent; 
OIF: Any set E of mutually orthogonal idempotents of R isfinite. 
Then R - K inherits ZC and OIF, and has the structure of Theorem C, with 
the summands as in (1.5). 
Proof. S = R - K satisfies OIF by (6.2b) below, and it is easy to check 
that S also inherits ZC. Now Zorn [21] showed that if R satisfies ZC then 
&z(R) =(aER:aRisnil} is an ideal of R. It follows easily that 231(R) = K(R). 
Thus, .&z(S) = K(S) = (0). Next, Zom [20] showed that if S satisfies a 
certain three chain conditions I, II, III ([20], p. 137), and &a(S) = (0), 
then S has the structure of Theorem C, where the associative summands are 
the expected ones, and the not-associative summands are either split Cayley- 
Dickson algebras (cf., [9], footnote on p. 550), or not-associative division 
algebras. That the latter are also Cayley-Dickson algebras was proved by 
Schafer [9]. It was pointed out by Kaplansky ([5], p. 49) that, as a corollary 
of more general results, this result for S goes through if we assume ZC and 
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OIF in place of I, II, and III. This is a genuine improvement, since ZC 
follows from I and a special case of II (see [20], p. 138), and it is easy to see 
that OIF follows from III. 
To compare Theorem D with Theorem C we prove 
THEOREM E. If R is semiprimary, then R satisfies ZC and OIF. 
The proof will be by a succession of lemmas. 
LEMMA (6.2). Let 0 : R -+ R - K(R). Then 
(a) If u0 is an idempotent of R8, then there exists a polynomialp with integer 
coejkients and without a constant term such that e = p(u) is idempotent, and 
4 = ue. 
(b) If {u& : i = 1,2,...} is a countable set of mutually orthogonal idempotents 
of RB, then there exists a set {ea : i = 1,2,...} of mutually orthogonal idempotents 
of R such that e,B = u@ for all i. 
Proof. (a) This is essentially done in [2], p. 15, and goes through in any 
power-associative ring. 
(b) (cf., [4], p. 54; also [lo], p. 59.) Suppose inductively we have found 
e, ,..., e,-, to satisfy as much of the conclusion as concerns them. Set 
e = e, + +a- + en,; v = u, - eil, - une + eu,,e. Then ee = e, ev = 0, and 
v0 = u,0. By (a) we may find p such that e = p(v) is idempotent, and 
e,B = u,B. Then ee, = e *p(v) = 0 = p(v) - e = e,e. Next, for i < n and 
Y E R, we have (ei , e, r) = (ei2, e, r) = (ei , eie + eeb ,Y) = (ei , e, + ei , Y) = 0. 
Hence, eie, = eie . e, = e, * ee,, = 0 = e,el , similarly. So {e, ,..., en} satisfies 
as much of the conclusion as concerns them, and our induction is complete. 
LEMMA (6.3). Suppose R is a direct sum of ideals Iii with unity 
e, : R = R1 @ -.. OR,, . Then 
(a) ;f each Ri satisfies ZC, then R satisjks ZC; 
(b) if each Ri satisfies OIF, then R satisfies OIF. 
Proof. (a) Given a E R, set aei = ai . If each ai is nil, then, clearly, a is too. 
Thus, if a is not nil, we can find i and rl E R+ such that a,ri is idempotent. 
But then ari = a * eiri = aei - yi = alri is an idempotent right multiple of a. 
(b) Let E be a set of mutually orthogonal idempotents of R. Since ei is 
idempotent and in Z(R), the nonzero elements of Eei form a set of mutually 
orthogonal idempotents of R, . Thus, Ee, is finite, say of cardinal mi . But now 
ifeEE,e=e.l =,Eee~witheeiEEe,.Thus,card.E<~~-,mi<co. 
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LEMMA (6.4). If R is semiprimary and K(R) = (0), then R has ZC and 
OIF. 
Proof. By (6.3) and (4.8c), it suffices to consider the case where R is 
simple with d.c.c. and 1. If R is associative, the results are well-known. 
Otherwise, by (1.5), R is a Cayley-Dickson algebra over its center, a field F. 
Then ZC follows from the fact that R is quadratic over F, and OIF follows 
from the fact that any set of mutually orthogonal idempotents is linearly 
independent over F, whereas R is finite-dimensional over F. 
Proof of Theorem E. Let 0 : R -+ R - K(R). Then RB has ZC and OII?, 
by (6.4). 
(a) Given a E R, if a0 is nil, then, clearly, a is also nil. Otherwise, we may 
find r0 E R8 such that a&B is idempotent. By (6.2a) we can find a p such that 
p(ar) is idempotent. But then e = p(m) = J&(ar)i = ab for 
So R satisfies ZC. 
b = Z~~r(ar)C-l. 
(b) Let E be a set of mutually orthogonal idempotents of R. Then EB is a 
set of mutually orthogonal idempotents of Rtl and, hence, finite. Now we 
claim e is 1:l on E. For if (e, - es)0 = 0, then e, - ea E K. Thus for some ?I 
which we may take to be odd, 0 = (e, - ea)n = e, - es . So E is fmite, and R 
satisfies OIF. 
(6.5) At this stage we are in a position to compare Theorem C, (4.8c), and 
Theorem D. These all produce the same conclusion, but with different 
hypotheses, as follows: 
Theorem C: D.C.C. on right ideals; semiprime. 
(4.8~): D.C.C. on right ideals; K(R) = (0). 
Thmrem D: ZC and OIF; K(R) = (0). 
Clearly (4.8~) is weaker than Theorem C, since the second condition is 
stronger. Also (4.8~) is weaker than Theorem D, since, as we have just seen, 
the first condition is stronger. (A peculiarity here is that our proof of this 
result, Theorem E, actually uses the theorem (4.8~) it is investigating. In 
other words, it is only after proving a certain theorem that we can tell that it is 
weaker than another known theorem.) Finally, Theorem C and Theorem D 
are incomparable, since the first condition is stronger in Theorem C; the 
second in Theorem D. 
A “least common multiple” of Theorem C and Theorem D [in the sense in 
which (4.8~) is a highest common factor] would be the result that a semiprime 
ring satisfying ZC! and OIF has the required structure. However, this is 
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simply false, since there exist semiprime associative rings which are nil 
([22], Section 2), and any nil ring satisfies ZC and OIF. 
7. THE ZORN RADICAL 
(7.1) In this section we consider the question whether the Zorn radical of 
R, h(R), defined in the proof of Theorem D, is ncessarily an ideal of R. This 
question is closely linked with the so-called Koeth problem, originally formu- 
lated for associative rings, but equally applicable to arbitrary rings. 
For the results we wish to state, we use not only the nil radical K(R) and the 
Zom radical Zn(R), but also another set, T(R), defined to be the sum of all 
nil right ideals of R. Then we have 
PROPOSITION (7.2). Given a ring R, and with notation as above, consider 
the following conditions: 
A. 1. K(R) = T(R) = k%(R); 
2. Zn(R) < R; 
3. h(R) C K(R). 
B. T(R) = Z%(R). 
C. &z(R) <‘, R. 
D. Zn(R) + -G(R) = e%(R). 
E. 1. T(R) C K(R); 
2. T(R) = K(R); 
3. T(R) generates a nil ideal of R; 
4. Any nil right ideal of R generates a nil two-sided ideal of R. 
F. 1. T(R) is nil; 
2. T(R) C Zn(R); 
3. If P and Q are nil right ideals of R, then so ak P + Q. 
Then: (a) The conditions under each letter are epivaletzt; also, A --t B + 
C-+D-tF,andA-+E-+F. 
(b) If R is associative, all conditions are equivalent. 
(c) If R is arbitrmy, all conditions are equivakxt. 
(d) If & is a homomorphically closed class of rings, and the associative rings 
in JZZ satisfy the above conditions, then all the rings in & satisfy all the above 
conditions. 
Shetch Proof. Note, first, that any nil right ideal lies in Zn(R), so that 
K(R) C Zn(R), and also K(R) C T(R). 
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(a) D -+ F3. From P u Q C &z(R) we deduce P + Q C A(R). However, 
.&z(R) is a nil set, so P + Q is a nil right ideal. 
F3 -+ Fl. If a E T(R) then a E Pi + .** + P,, , with the Pi nil right ideals 
of R. So by F3 a is nil, whence T(R) is nil. 
F2 + F3. P + Q C T(R) C L%(R). So P + Q is nil. 
A3 + Al. From A3 we have Zn(R) = K(R), so that A2 holds. Hence 
D holds, whence F2 holds. So K(R) C T(R) !L &z(R) C K(R), giving equality 
throughout. 
E4 + El. In an obvious notation, we have T(R) = L?P, whence T(A) = 
Zp C K(R), so that T(R) C K(R). 
(b) F --f B. If R is associative and a E Zn(R), then aR is a nil right ideal of R, 
and it follows easily that a generates a nil right ideal of R. In other words, 
B(R) C T(R) if R is associative. So F2 --+ B. 
C -+ A. Given a E Zn(R), r E R, we show that ra E Zn(R). Ifs E R, we can 
find n such that (a * s-r>” = 0. But then (ra * s)“+l = Y - (a - .w)~ * as = 0. So 
ra * R is a nil set, and ra E Zn(R). So Zn(R) is a left as well as right ideal of R; 
C-+A2. 
(c) If R is arbitrary, it can still be proved that if a E Zn(R) then aR C Zn(R), 
and further argument shows that a generates a nil right ideal of R. So we 
always have Zn(R) C T(R), w h ence F2 + B. Furthermore, it can be proved 
that for arbitrary R, if a E Zn(R), then Ra C Zn(R). Hence, also C ---f A2. The 
proofs of these results are beyond the scope of this paper, and will appear 
elsewhere. 
(d) This too will be proved elsewhere. 
(7.3) The Koethe question is the question whether the conditions of (7.2) 
hold for all associative rings. By (d) an answer to this will answer the question 
for all alternative rings. Here we will merely observe that the conditions are 
satisfied by all semiprimary rings. 
LEMMA (7.4). If R is semiprimary and K(R) = (0), then Zn(R) = (0). 
Proof. If R = RI@**-OR,, then clearly Zn(R) = Zn(R,) @ -se @ 
Zn(R,J. By (4.8~) we may, therefore, suppose that R is simple. If R is 
associative, the result is well-known (or 4.9iii yields E4, and use 7.2b); and if 
R is a division ring, it is trivial. Finally, if R is a split Cayley-Dickson algebra, 
it may be verified by computation from the multiplication table ([5], p. 42). 
By (1.5), this concludes the proof. 
PROPOSITION (7.5). Suppose R is semiprimary. Then the conditions of (7.2) 
all hold. 
Proof. By (7.4), Zn(R0) = (0), where 8 : R -+ R - K(R). Clearly, 
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Zn(R)t9 _C Zn(Rd). So Zn(R) C Ker B = K(R), and A.3 of (7.2) holds. By 
(7.2a) all the conditions of (7.2) follow. 
(7.6) This result answers a question left open in Section 6 of 1141. Note, 
however, that in a sense (7.5) is not new. Indeed, Zom [21] showed that 
A2 of (7.2) remains true if R satisfies ZC (rather than being semiprimary). 
But by Theorem E, the latter condition is the weaker, Note that Zorn’s 
result follows from (7.2c), since if R satisfies ZC, we clearly have 
S(R) C K(R), w h ere 5’(R) is the Smiley radical [16]. But we always have 
T(R) C S(R), so that El of (7.2) follows. 
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